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The Gift of Hope! 
 
Romans 15:13 New Living Translation (NLT)  
I pray that God, the source of hope, will fill you completely with joy and peace because you trust in 
him. Then you will overflow with confident hope through the power of the Holy Spirit. 
 
Hope seems to be so elusive 

Ø We find Hope in Surrendering 
Ø We find Hope in Speaking 
Ø We find Hope in His Spirit 
Ø We find Hope in Serving 
Ø We find Hope in Scripture 

The Gift of Hope! 

Ø Over the last 20-plus years I’ve spent sharing God’s Word, I’ve met many 
incredible people from many walks of life...   Some were doing great, 
seemingly on top of the world. Others confided in me that they were barely 
getting by, living day-to-day, trying to make ends meet. And many others were 
dealing with circumstances so difficult that, quite frankly, they felt defeated 
and overwhelmed by life. 
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We all need Hope 

Ø We will all battle hopelessness at some point in our lives. And no matter who 
we are or what our situation, HOPE is one thing we all desperately need…The 
reason is, hope is powerful! 

Ø Hope is more than a motivational thought or a fading daydream—hope is a 
nothing-is-impossible-with-God firestorm refusing to be quenched. It’s an 
awareness that God is actually expecting, looking and longing to show you 
His goodness.   

Ø Hope is what stabilizes your frantic thoughts and emotions—it’s an awareness 
that there is no problem big enough to keep God from rescuing you. Hope 
gives us patience so we don’t walk away, Hope gives us endurance so we 
stay strong, Hope gives us wisdom so we learn from our test, Hopes gives us 
focus so we have confidence, Hope gives us directions so we come through, 
Hope gives us the pieces we need for our faith! 

Hebrews 11 King James Version (KJV) 
Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. 
 
Hopes Up? 

Ø These days, it’s easy to be worn down by hopelessness. People lose hope 
when they experience overwhelming loss, repeated failures, impossible 
situations, or when they’re hurt by people they trust. 

Ø Because of this, there are many who don’t get their hopes up. I have heard 
people say, “If I don’t expect anything good to happen, I won’t be 
disappointed when it doesn’t.” 

Ø I have had a few moments like that in my life, but when I got tired of feeling 
hopeless and got serious about my relationship with God and began a 
constant study of His Word, I discovered real hope; I chose hope, I lived in 
hope. I learned why hope is important, and how powerful hope can be. 

The Elephant 

Ø There was a man passing elephants, he suddenly stopped, confused by the 
fact that these huge creatures were being held by only a small rope tied to 
their front leg. No chains, no cages. It was obvious that the elephants could, 
at anytime, break away from their bonds but for some reason, they did not. He 
saw a trainer nearby and asked why these animals just stood there and made 
no attempt to get away. “Well,” trainer said, “when they are very young and 
much smaller we use the same size rope to tie them and, at that age, it’s 
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enough to hold them. As they grow up, they are conditioned to believe they 
cannot break away. They believe the rope can still hold them, so they never 
try to break free.” The man was amazed. These animals could at any time 
break free from their bonds but because they believed they couldn’t, they 
were stuck right where they were. Like the elephants, how many of us go 
through life hanging onto a belief that we cannot do something, simply 
because we failed at it many times before? 

I choose to have Hope!   

Ø Your past failures do not have to define your future! Like a trained elephant 
you don’t have to be chained to a life of limitations. Today you can make 
decisions not to be perfect but perfectly seek God; that in itself builds hope! 
The Spirit of God speaks and says “19 This day I call the heavens and the 
earth as witnesses against you that I have set before you life and death, 
blessings and curses. Now choose life, so that you and your children may 
live.” Deuteronomy 30:19 New International Version (NIV). You can make a 
choice on the kind of seed you sow today for the harvest of your tomorrows. 
When Christ is our Hope then we undoubtedly sow for a future filled with 
positive expectation. 

Something Good is going to happen to You!  

Ø Hope is a positive expectation that something good is going to happen to you 
because of God’s great goodness. Hope is not a wishy-washy, vague, wait-
and-see attitude, but an action we must choose to take on purpose each day. 
Hope and faith go hand in hand. Hope also enables us to endure hardships and 
long waiting periods, and God uses these times to develop character and 
endurance in us. 

Ø Psalm 27:14 says, Wait and hope for and expect the Lord; be brave and of 
good courage and let your heart be stout and enduring. Yes, wait for and hope 
for and expect the Lord (AMPC). 

Hope dares us to believe!  

Ø Hope dares us to believe! It thinks, You know what? Things might just work 
out after all. 

Ø It’s the sometimes unexplainable, but always undeniable, feeling that today 
would be a bad day to give up; somebody will get blessed today, it might as 
well be me! 
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Ø Isaiah 40:31 tells us: But they who wait for the LORD shall renew their 
strength; they shall mount up with wings like eagles; they shall run and not be 
weary; they shall walk and not faint. 

Dare to be Hopeful  

Ø Regardless of who you are or what condition your life is in, you can’t function 
successfully without hope in God. If circumstances are bad, you surely need 
hope. And if they are good, you need hope that they will stay that way!  

Ø Hope energizes and motivates us to take action by causing us to step out in 
faith and act in obedience with God’s Word. Hope believes boldly, decides 
daringly, speaks firmly and perseveres passionately. 

Ø When we embrace hope on purpose, it influences our thoughts, our attitudes, 
our outlook and the way we speak. Hope builds us up as we wait on God.   

Ø Hope releases joy, and the joy of the Lord becomes our source of strength 
Nehemiah 8:10 AMPC.   

Impossible situation? Don’t stop believing!  

Ø Never assume that where you’ve been or where you are is as good as it gets. 
And when your goal or your situation seems impossible, keep in mind that 
nothing is impossible for God. In Matthew 19:26, Jesus said, “With man this is 
impossible, but with God all things are possible.” 

Ø It doesn’t matter what the situation looks like around you; God is greater than 
any obstacle you may be facing. Everything that has never been done is 
impossible until someone does it, so why can’t it be you? Don’t allow your 
mind to become a hindrance to the things you can accomplish in life. Think 
big—the way God does! Choose to believe God is going to do something better 
in your life. Go ahead and get your hopes up…God is leading you to something 
better than you can imagine!  

Ephesians 3:20-21 The Message (MSG)  
20-21 God can do anything, you know—far more than you could ever imagine or guess or request in 
your wildest dreams! He does it not by pushing us around but by working within us, his Spirit deeply 
and gently within us. 
 
Your Hope is in He is!  

Ø Here are some of the truest, most beautiful words ever written: “Why, my 
soul, are you downcast? Why so disturbed within me? Put your hope in God, 
for I will yet praise Him, my Savior and my God” (Psalm 42:5). Hope is a small 
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word, but it is one of the most powerful. Why? Because in hope lies the power 
of the human soul to turn to God and live as if His promises are going to come 
true. “Be strong and take heart, all you who hope in the LORD” (Psalm 31:24). 
Some people think hope is an emotion. “I’m feeling hopeful,” they say, but 
true hope is a discipline, a determination to believe in God’s reality and 
power, even when the world seems to be crashing down around you. That is 
the genius and the power of hope. It flies in the face of calamity, saying, “The 
world can do its worst to me. But still I will hope. Still I will know that this is 
the day the Lord has made, and He will take care of me.” The key to surviving 
any challenge or crisis is hope. Hope that Jesus loves you. Hope that He is, 
right now, working out a solution for you. Hope that the future you place in 
His hands will be better than the present you hold in your own. “’For I know 
the plans I have for you,” declares the LORD, “plans to prosper you and not to 
harm you, plans to give you hope and a future’” (Jeremiah 29:11). Practice 
this hope, even if you have to will yourself to do it. With its power, you will 
overcome all things. “Those who hope in the LORD will renew their strength. 
They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run and not grow weary, they 
will walk and not be faint” (Isaiah 40:31). 

The Gift of Hope! 

Ø Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer Had a very shiny nose And if you ever saw it 
You would even say it glows All of the other reindeer Used to laugh and call 
him names They never let poor Rudy Join in any reindeer games Then one 
foggy Christmas Eve Santa came to say Rudolph with your nose so bright 
Won't you guide my sleigh tonight Then how the reindeer loved him As they 
shouted out with glee Rudy the red-nosed reindeer 

Ø You'll go down in history 

Spirit 


